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Abstract 
 

The statistical analysis of compositional data is commonly used in geological studies. 
As is well-known, compositions should be treated using logratios of parts, which are 
difficult to use correctly in standard statistical packages. In this paper we describe the 
new features of our freeware package, named CoDaPack, which implements most of the 
basic statistical methods suitable for compositional data. An example using real data is 
presented to illustrate the use of the package. 
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1   Introduction 
 
In the eighties, John Aitchison (1986) developed a new methodological approach for the statistical 
analysis of compositional data. After that, several other authors have published extensions: Martín-
Fernández and others (2000), Barceló-Vidal and others (2001), Pawlowsky-Glahn and Egozcue (2001) 
and Egozcue and others (2003). 
 
Aitchison implemented this new methodology in Basic  routines grouped under the name CODA and later 
NEWCODA in Matlab (Aitchison, 1997). Also Reyment and Savazzi (1999) presented some routines in 
C++ and FORTRAN 90 and Reynolds and Billheimer (2002) developed some routines in S+/R. 
 
This methodology is not straightforward to use, neither with that software, nor with standard statistical 
packages. For this reason it has been developed a new freeware, named CoDaPack (Thió et al., 2003 and 
2005), based on CODA routines. At this moment CoDaPack includes some basic statistical methods: 
transformations, operations within the simplex, zero replacement techniques, ternary diagrams, 
descriptive statistics, reduction-of-dimension techniques, and some multivariate analysis methods. it is 
developed in visual basic and Open GL associated with Excel© and it is oriented towards users with a 
minimum knowledge of computers. It aims to be simple and easy to use. 
 
To use CoDaPack one has to access Excel© and introduce the data in a standard spreadsheet, organized as 
a matrix where rows correspond to the observations and columns to the parts. The user executes macros 
that return numerical or graphical results. There are two kinds of numerical results: new variables and 
descriptive statistics, and both appear on the same sheet. Graphical output appears in independent 
windows and uses the OpenGL facilities. The latest version of this freeware package can be found on the 
web site http://ima.udg.es/~thio/#Compositional Data Package. Microsoft Excel© under Microsoft 
Windows© is required to run it . 
 
 
2   CoDaPack Structure  
 
Once installed CoDaPack, the user must open Excel© and introduce the data in a standard spreadsheet. 
The observations must be in rows and the parts in columns, and the first row of each column can be used 
to label the variables or it must be left blank (Fig. 1). 
 



 
 
 

Figure  1. An example of the organization of data inside the sheet . 
 

Using menus, one can execute macros that return numerical results to the same sheet and graphical output 
that appear in independent windows inside Excel. Each macro asks the user which are the data and where 
to put the numerical results (if any). Some of the macros, specially those with graphical output, have an 
Option button to modify the default values (Fig. 2). 
 

 
 
 

Figure  2. Dialogue screen for the ternary diagram menu. 
 
In the present version there are 6 menus, with a total of 23 submenus which, after some dialogue, directly 
call each macro. The dialogues ask the user to input variables and, further parameters needed, as well as 
where to put these results. The first menu, Transformations, performs several transformations of data 
from real space to the simplex and viceversa, the same as in older versions of the software (Thió-
Henestrosa et al., 2003) 
 
The second menu, Operations, performs operations inside the simplex: 1) Perturbation, 2) Power 
transformation, 3)  Centering, 4) Standardisation, 5) Amalgamation, 6) Subcomposition/Closure and 7) 
Rounded Zero Replacement. 
 
The third menu, Graphs, performs two dimensional plots like  ternary diagrams, plots of alr or clr 
transformed data sets, biplots, principal components plot, additive logistic normal predictive regions and 
confidence regions, the three last ones in  the ternary diagram. In all of these graphs the user can 
customize the appearance of the graph and, in some cases, the user can mark the observations in the graph 
according to a previous classification.  



 
The fourth menu, descriptive statistics, also without changes, returns some characteristic values for a 
compositional data set, replacing classical statistics: center, variation matrix, total variance, and  
atypicality indices.  
 
The fifth menu is a new one, analysis. At this time , it performs the logistic normality test (Aitchison, 
1986). and, finally, the sixth menu, preferences, allows the user to define the constant of the sum 
constraint.  
 
 
3   New features of CoDaPack  
 
3.1   New graphic appareance  
 
One of the flaws of the initial version of CoDaPack was that, in some conditions, it took too much time to 
draw the graphs. For this reason the functionality and options of these plots are the most striking new 
features of this package.  
 
In order to solve this drawback several alternatives have been studied and finally the routines have been 
re-programmed using Open GL facilities, which allows a higher degree of customization and a quicker 
presentation. 
 
Also the programming of these new graphical routines was done bearing in mind the next step to do in 
graphical routines: program some of the graphical routines in 3-D. 
 
 
3.2   Macro Summary of Descriptive Statistics menu 
 
This new macro performs nine descriptive statistics . Three of log-ratios: Variation Array (Aitchison, 
1986), CLR Variance and Total Variance; and six compositional descriptive statistics: Centre, Min, Max 
and quartiles. 
 
1) Variation Array: Returns a matrix where the upper diagonal contains the log-ratio variances and the 
lower diagonal contains the log-ratio means. That is, the ij-th component of the upper diagonal is 
var[ln(Xi/ Xj)], and ij-th component of the lower diagonal is E[ln(Xi/ Xj)], where (i,j=1,2,…,D) and D is 
the number of parts. 
 
2) CLR Variance : Returns the sum of log-ratio variances that involves each part. The sum of all CLR 
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3) Total variance: returns the sum of all CLR Variances. 
 

4) Center: Returns centre of the data set, that is, ξ̂ [ ]D,g,,ggC K21= , where 
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symbolizes the geometric mean of part Xi in data set X.  

 
5) Minimum and Maximum: For each part of the data set X returns the minimum and the maximum of 
the closed data set ( )XC . 
 
6) Quartiles : For each part of the data set X returns Q1, the median and Q3 of the closed data set ( )XC . 
 
The user has to select the columns to analyze and where to put the results, and there are two further 
options on this routine (Fig. 3):   
 
1) To perform the statistics for each group defined by a column,  
 



2) The user can choose which statistics needs (at least one must be chosen). 
 
Figure 4 shows an output of the summary routine with all statistics calculated: 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3 . From Descriptive Statistics menu: Main form and Options form of Summary routine. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4. Output of Summary routine from Descriptive Statistics menu. 
 
 



3.3   Macro Variation Array of Descriptive Statistics menu 
 
The initial version of CoDaPack calculates the Variation Matrix as defined in Aitchison (1986), that is, 
the ij-th component of the matrix is var[ln(Xi/ Xj)] that is a symmetric matrix.  
 
As the Variation Array includes on the upper diagonal the Variation Matrix, the new version of 
CoDaPack includes the Variation Array instead of Variation Matrix. 
  
So, with this feature the user obtains the Variation array of the selected columns. It returns a matrix where 
upper diagonal contains the log-ratio variances and the lower diagonal contains the log-ratio means of the 
data set as described on summary. 
 
The user has to select the columns to calculate the variation array and where to put the results. 
 
 
3.4   Macro Logistic Normality Test of Analysis menu 
 
This feature performs an ALR transformation of the input data and then calculates tests for: 
 
1) All marginal, univariate distributions (with a total of D-1 tests) 
 
2) All bivariate angle distributions (with a total of 1/2(D-1)(D-2) tests) 
 
3) The (D-1)-dimensional radius distribution. 
 
For each kind of test Anderson-Darling, Cramer-von Misses and Watson tests are performed. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5. Output of Logistic Normality Test routine from Analysis menu. 
 
 
3.5   New installation an uninstallation macros 
 
Another drawback on the first version of CoDaPack was the installation of menus that had to be done one 
by one. For this reason the new version includes two new routines to install and uninstall the menus 
automatically. 
 
These routines have been kindly provided by Agnes Schumann of the Free University of Berlin. 
 
 



4   Example 
 
The analyzed dataset contains 95 samples of soil obtained in a soil geochemical campaign for a mineral 
prospection in the Iberian Pyrite Belt (SW Spain). Two kinds of rocks are identified in the sub-soil, and 
registered as a complementary variable (litology); these are: metavulcanitas (metacinerites, shales and 
porphyry acidic tuffs) and granitoides (amfibolic granitoid). These two igneous rocks are related to 
different Cambric rifting events (details can be found in Tolosana-Delgado et al., 2004). All calculations 
and figures presented are obtained with CoDaPack. 
 
As a first approach for an explanatory analysis it is possible to calculate with CoDaPack, following 
Aitchison methodology (1986), the center and total variance (Fig. 4). The main part of this data set 
corresponds to K which has the highest value on the center (0.83) followed by Ti (0.11) while the rest of 
the values are very small, specially Au (2.1x10-7).  
 
The variation array (Fig. 4) shows that Mn is the part with largest relative variability in the clr-
transformed data set, followed by Cu and As. 
 
It is possible to see a two dimensional graphical display of both parts and observations of the clr-
transformed data set. The compositional biplot (Aitchison and Greenacre, 2002) displayed on Figure 6 
explains an 82% of total variability of the data set. It verifies that largest variability appears on clr(Mn), 
followed by clr(Cu), clr(As) and clr(W). As the link between two vertices is roughly proportional to the 
logratio variance var[ln(Xi/ Xj)], and the corresponding vertices of Pb, K and W are very close, the 
variation between those parts is expected to be very low. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 6. Compositional biplot of the data set. 
 

Also it is possible to see that both groups, metavulcanitas and granitoides, have differences on 
compositions. Metavulcanitas have larger values on Mn, Cu and As while granitoides on W, K, Ti and 
Pb. 
 
Finally when three or more vertices appear approximately on a straight line in a compositional biplot, a 
one-dimensional variability between the involved parts is suggested. For example, in Figure 7 there are 
the ternary diagram of As, Pb and W of the raw data set and the centred data set. This centering operation 
was first mathematically defined by Martín-Fernández and others (1999), although it is a classical trick in 
geology. Applying this operation, the data set is translated, using the perturbation operation, into the 
barycentre of the simplex. The operation of centering was performed with the corresponding submenu of 
Operations. 
 
The seen linear pattern can be modelled using compositional principal component analysis (Aitchison 
1986) (Fig. 8) of the centered data set.  



 

 
 
 

Figure 7. [As. Pb, W] subcomposition of the data set:  
(Left) not centred; (Right) centred. “_C” in (Right) indicates parts have been centred. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 8. [As. Pb, W] subcomposition of the centered data set:  
Curves show the backtransformed first and second linear compositional PCA axes,  

which become curved in this projection. “_C” indicates parts have been centred. 
 
 
5   Conclusion 
 
CoDaPack is a software that is still growing. In the future news routines will be programmed by the group 
of Girona or with collaboration with other groups. At this moment the work around CoDaPack goes in 
three main directions: 
 
1) New graphical output: In a few months we would start developing new routines in 3-D such as 
Tethrahedron diagrams, Biplots and R3 plots. All this 3-D plots should offer the option to be rotated and 
zoomed. 
 



2) New statistic capabilities : The group of Girona are always working, sometimes in collaboration with 
other groups, on the programming of new statistic routines. At this time we are working on 
Discrimination Analysis, Balances Analysis and Cluster Analysis. The last one is led by a group of the 
Universidad de la Plata in Argentina. 
 
3) Software maintenance: In this field we are working on several directions in order to improve 
CoDaPack: a) repairing the bugs, b) providing the software of an internal coherence in order to facilitate 
the growing of CoDaPack, c) updating the users manual and d) changing CoDaPack appearance: in a 
future we will create an interactive help and we are considering to introduce a new window to write in 
textual outputs. 
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